Journal Impact Factors on JCR
Journal Citation Reports (JCR) contains statistical information for approximately 8,400 science
and technology journals and 3,000 social science journals.
Statistical information available for a journal title includes:


number of research articles published in a given year, “citable items” (usually excluding
editorials, news items, letters and meeting abstracts). Also, number of references attached to
articles and the average number of citations per article.
This information is shown for review and non-review articles for each title.



number of times the journal title has appeared in the citations of the articles included in
the ISI Citation Indexes, “Total Cites” (not limited to research articles).
Multiple citations of the same article in a reference list count only once.



an indication of how quickly, during the year of publication, articles in a given journal
are cited by others, “Immediacy Index”.
It is the number of citations to articles published in a journal for a given year divided by
the number of articles published in that year by that journal.



the average number of times articles published in the selected journal in the past two
years have been cited in the selected year, “Impact Factor”.
It is the number of citations received in the selected year divided by the total number of
articles published in the two previous years
Note: Essays and whitepapers from Thomson Reuters but putting into context
various research evaluation methods, including Journal Impact Factors:
http://wokinfo.com/essays/

Choose “Categories By Rank” for these examples
TITLE INFORMATION – Find a particular journal by using “Go to Journal Profile” and choose it from the list.

Note: Some Subject Categories appear in both the Science
(SCIE) and the Social Science (SSCI) editions of JCR. The
journals included differ and, therefore, so do the statistics.

SUBJECT INFORMATION - View statistics for journals in a subject area by choosing a category from the
alphabetical list in “Subject Categories” and choose the relevant year from “Select JCR Year”. Then Submit.

TITLE INFORMATION contd - choose from the list presented:
If you want, eg an Impact Factor of a journal because you had an article published in it, you need the Impact
Factor for the year of publication:
Tip: A journal’s statistics are best related to those of journals
publishing in similar fields. Use the Categories link to
view your title’s position amongst its peers.

Note: A “Graph” will appear below the Key Indicators list.

SUBJECT INFORMATION contd - The statistics displayed for your chosen Subject Category are relevant to the
subject category for the chosen year. Open the relevant category to see full information.

Tip: The red column heading indicates by what variable
a list is ordered. Choose another to re-order.

Choose the entry in “# Journals” in the year of interest to see the journals used to make the Category calculations.

COMPARE JOURNALS in
Journals by Rank > Compare Journals.

Select what you need from the various options in
the menu on the left. Then Submit:
Note: To display simultaneously, your
journals have to both appear in one subject
Category together.
Export information using the Download icon.
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For further information, please contact your Academic Support Librarian
http://www.ed.ac.uk/is/ASL
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